PAPER REUSING SYSTEM — A New Work Style —

Improved work efficiency — more economical use of paper and digitization
A new way of working — more environmentally friendly, more efficient, and more economical

Using single sheet of paper 5 times = about 50% less CO₂

Digitizing, erasing, and sorting at a press of a button

Reduced paper consumption = less time spent reordering, less expensive disposal, and less storage space

- 30 sheets/min. single pass, double sided erasing
- Complete, convenient erasing
- Clean erasing, even after multiple reuse (Average reuse 5+ times)
- All processes completed just by pressing a button

e-STUDIO306LP Advantages

- 30 sheets/min. high-speed output
- Sharp, attractive fine print and lines
- Repeated erasing does not affect print quality

e-STUDIO RD30 Advantages

- Erased paper can be reused multiple times
- Automatic sorting into reusable/non-reusable paper

Second use of information
- Information sharing
- Mobile access
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